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1. noŋmә nupa әmәnә әyuk әŋәnbә yen khoŋŋәkpә әdwaidәgi hәi 

 one day man one morning early cock crook in the meantime fruit 

 

 hekpә hәubә manә 

 pluck start he  

‘One day a man early in the morning when the cock crowed, at that time started to pluck from the tree.’ 

 

2. hәi hekpәsi  manә thumok әnigumbәsi thәlle 

 fruit pluck this he basket two about this full 

 ‘When he was thus plucking fruit, he had filled about two baskets full. 

 

3. әdәy әmuk manә mәkha hәi hekthәge haidәnә  

 then again he continued fruit wanting to pluck this 

 

 u mәthәksidә kakhәtlәgә 

 tree above this climbing at 

 

 ma әdum pukniŋ cәŋnә  hәisi hek-i  

 he thus very attentively fruit this pluck 

‘Then he again continued plucking fruit climbing up the tree he very attentively plucked the fruit.’ 

  

4. әdugә mai khaududә sum hapcilli 

 then his bag that at still putting 

 ‘Then he put them in his bag.’ 

 

5. tanjasidә nupamәca әmә cycle toŋŋәgә lak-e 

 meantime boy one cycle riding come 

 ‘Meanwhile a small boy came by riding his bicycle.’ 

 

6. cycle toŋŋәgә lakpә nupamәcasinә  

 cycle riding come boy this  

 

 haiphetkә yeŋŋәgә  

 slightly looking  

 

 mәpudunә yeŋŋәkpra yeŋŋәktәbra haidәnә haiphetkә yeŋbә 

 owner that is he looking is he not looking not say this slightly look 

‘The boy who was riding his bicycle glanced at the man, checking to see was he looking or not looking.’ 

 

7. manә hәigi thumoksi ŋәsai   

 he fruit basket this ago  

 

 manә toŋŋәkpә cyclesi cepthәhәllәgә thәmbәni 

 he riding  cycle this lean cause to kept 

 ‘He, this fruit basket we spoke of, he caused it to lean on his bicycle and kept it there.’ 

 

8. әdugә manә hәigi thumoksi әmә thaŋŋe 

 then he fruit basket this one carried 

 ‘Then he carried away this basket of fruit.’ 

 

9. thaŋŋәk-әkansidәidi  

 after carried 

 

 manә hәisi bicycle mәthәksidә hapcillәgә  

 he fruit this cycle on this putting 

 

 haiphetkә yeŋŋәgә 

 slightly  looking 



  

 thaŋŋәk-әgә  

 carried  

  

 manә mai cycledә hapcillәgә  

 he his cycle on put   

 

 mai cyclesi thәukhre 

 his cycle this driving 

‘After he carried the fruit on his bicycle, he putting it on his bike, looking around slightly, carrying it away, he 

placing it on his bike drove away.’ 

 

10. hәi hekpә nupasidi hәnnә yeŋde 

 fruit pluck man this again see not 

 ‘The man who was picking fruit did not see this.’ 

 

11. kәimtә yeŋde maigi hәi hek-idudә әdum hek-ә lәire 

 nothing see his fruit plucking still pluck stayed 

 ‘He did not see anything, he just continued plucking his fruit.’ 

 

12. әdudәgi әdumainә hәi hekpә loirәkansidәgi   

 then like that fruit pluck ended time at  

 

 hәi hektәnә  әdum lәirәkansidә 

 fruit plucking still being at that time 

 

 nupamәcasinә sum lәmbidә cyclesi thәurә lakpәsidә   

 this boy still way on cycle this drive coming  

 

 lәmbidә nupimәca әmә әmuk theŋnәre 

 way on girl one again met 

‘Then when he had finished plucking the fruit, he was still plucking fruit at that time, this boy then went on 

his way driving the bicycle and then as he was coming on the way he met a young girl.’ 

 

13. nupimәcasi theŋnәbәsidә   

 girl this meeting at this  

 

 manә nupimәcasidә haiphet cross tәunәbәsidә 

 he girl this at slightly cross do this at 

 

 lәmbidә  cross tәunәbәsidә  

 way on cross do that at  

 

 haiphet yeŋthokpәsidә  

 slightly look at this   

 

 mai hәidu maigi kәinose mai cyclesi yeŋhәudәdәnә  

 his fruit that his somewhat his cycle this see not at  

 

 ma nuŋ әmәdә theŋjәnle 

 he stone one at hit 

‘At the time that he meet this girl, when he slightly crossed paths with this girl, when he crossed paths with 

her, looking at her slightly, that fruit of his, what should I say, not paying attention to his bicycle, he hit a 

stone.’ 

 

14. nuŋ әmәdә theŋjәnbәdәgidi mai cyclesi ture 

 stone one at hitting at his cycle this fallen 

 ‘From hitting that stone, his bicycle fell down.’ 

 

15. tanjasidә mai potcәi hәigadu  loinә hәidok-e 

 meantime his things fruit that all poured out 

 At the same time, his fruit basket and everything just emptied out.’ 



 

16. әdәgidi lәmbidә  nupa әma nupamәca әhumkhәksi lak-e 

 then way on  man one boy  three only this come 

 Then on the way a boy, at least three boys were coming.’ 

 

17. moi lәmbidә walking cәtpә  

 they way on walking go  

 

 magi lak-ibә lәmbidugi directiondumәktәdә sum lakpәdә  

 his coming of that road direction towards at still come at  

 

 moigә ŋәsai nupamәcasigә theŋnәre 

 they ago boy this with met 

 ‘They were walking on the path, when walking in the direction towards where he was coming from, they met 

this aforementioned boy.’ 

 

18. әdugә moi әhumsinә mabu nupamәcasigi mәteŋsi paŋbire 

 then they three this him boy this help this helped 

 ‘Then these three boys gave him some help.’’ 

 

19. hәidu khungәtle   

 fruit that pick up  

 

 әdәi mai kәika nupamәcasisu mai cyclegadu hәugәtle 

 then his something boy this also his cycle that make stand 

‘They picked up the fruit and then his ‘keika’ and also this small boy’s bicycle made it stand.’ 

 

20. moi mәyamnә hәidu әmuk loinә khunjәnbә loirәgә    

 they many fruit that again all pick up finish after  

 

 mai thumoksidә hapcinbirәgә  

 his basket this at putting in 

 

 әmuk mai cyclesidә hapkәtpirәgә  

 again his cycle this at put up   

  

 moi әhum  cәtkhre әmuk 

 they three gone again 

 ‘After they helped him pick up all the fruit, after putting it in his basket, after putting it back up on his 

bicycle, the three of them went on their way.’ 

 

21. әdәgi nupamәcasinә mai cyclesi illәgә  

 then boy this  his cycle this pushing 

 

 tәpnә sum lakpәsidә 

 slowly still  coming at 

 

 әswaiphau khәrә cәtpә hәurәkansidә  

 hereby at some go started at  

 

 somdәgi nupa әhumsinә sum cәtpәdә 

 from here man three this still going 

 

 lәmbidә mai әsaigi tupidu khәrә laplәknә tarәgә lәibә 

 way on his ago hat that some far  fall stay  

 

 tupidu tupisi ubәdәgi  

 hat that hat this see at  

  

 nupamәcadu khammәgә mai tupidu pibirәk-e  

 boy that make stop his hat that giving 



‘Then this small boy when this boy was walking slowly pushing his bicycle,    When he had gotten a little way 

from there the three boys were still going, they saw his fallen hat on the road saw some distance away, upon 

seeing that hat, um this hat, those three boys stopped and returned his hat.’ 

 

22. әdәidә tupisi pibәsidә  

 then hat this giving at 

 

 nupamәcasinә hәraumәnkhidәnә 

 boy this happy extremely 

 

 hәraubә  haigәdra 

 happy  wasn’t he thus 

 

 kәrino mәŋondә kәino  әmә phaudәnә   

 what should I say to them somewhat one feel   

 

 manә ŋәsaigi nupa tupi piribә nupasidә hәi cau haidәnә pirәk-i 

 he ago man hat giving man this fruit eat saying given 

 ‘Then when this hat was given to him, the boy was extremely happy and being happy thought, feeling some 

gratitude towards them; he gave the men who had returned the hat some fruit to eat.’ 

 

23. hәisi purәgә lak-i 

 fruit this being brought come 

 ‘Bringing this fruit, he came to them.’ 

 

24. moi әmәmәm yenthoknәre 

 they one each distributed 

 “They distributed them, one each.” 

 

25. әmәmәm yenthoknәrәgә ca cadunә lәmbidә  sum lak-e 

 one each being divided eat eat at way on  still come 

 ‘After each got one, eating they continued on their way.’ 

 

26. sum lakpә mәtәmsidә  

 still come time at this  

 

 ŋәsai nupadudi hәi әdum hek-i 

 ago man that fruit still plucking 

 ‘Thus coming along at that time, the man we spoke about was still plucking fruit.’ 

 

27. әdә hәi hek-iŋәi tanjasidә  

 then fruit plucking time at this 

  

 nupa әmәsu hameŋ әma purәgә  

 man one also goat one bringing 

 

 maigi hәi hekpәgi mәkhoŋ hәi mәkhoŋsidә sәmmәgә cәtli 

 his fruit pluck at foot fruit foot at this cross going 

‘Then at the time that he was plucking fruit, a man also came by with a goat and crossed by the foot of the 

tree where he plucking.’ 

 

28. әdә madi kәim khәŋde  

 at that he nothing know not 

 

 mai hәi hek-idu  әdum   

 his fruit the plucked one still  

 

 migi hәidu manә kәinodunә tәukhini hainә  

 man's fruit that the something do  will said 

  

 manә cakhini khotkhini haidәnә  

 he eaten etc.  said 



 

 ŋәsai mai hameŋdu phәjәnә purә  cәtkhre 

 ago his goat that nicely bringing gone 

‘Of that he knew nothing.  His plucked fruit this, the man’s fruit, he figured something was being done with it, 

he thought it was for his [the farmer’s] eating etc., this man with the goat, left.’ 

 

29. madi hәidu kәimtә kәino yeŋdәnә tәurәmdәnә 

 he fruit that nothing what look not do nothing 

 ‘As for him, he looked at that fruit but did not do anything.’ 

 

30. әdә ŋәsai uthәktәgi nupasi әdum hәi hek-i 

 then ago tree above from man this still fruit plucking 

 Then, this previously mentioned man at the top of the tree still plucked fruit.’ 

31. әdugә    manә    hәisi  hekpә     loirәgә  kumthәrәkpә kandәdi  

 then      he         fruit this pluck     finishing climb down time at  

 

 ŋәsaigi hәi      hek loirәgə kumthәrәkkansidә    

 ago that fruit    pluck finishing climbing down this 

 

 mai hәi thumok әmә lәirәmdәbәsidә 

 his fruit basket one missing at 

 

 masi iŋәk ŋәknә yeŋŋәgә   

 he surprisingly looking  

 

 kaidәno hainә koilәi lәirәgә     yeŋŋә     lәiriŋәisidә      

 at where say turn turn         see           having this      

 

 nupamәca       әhumsi  sisinә   magi   hәidu    carә     carәgә     lakpәi    wanidә 

 boy                 three this this       his fruit that  eat     eat          coming    

‘Then when he had come down after he finished picking the fruit, after he had finished picking the fruit and 

climbing down, upon the fact that a basket of his fruit was missing, looking with surprise, turning around to 

see where it was, the little boys, the tree of them, his fruit, eating were walking down.’ 

    

32. әdugә carәgә lakpәkansidə  

 then eat coming at this  

 

 iŋәk ŋәk-әgә moi әhumsidә yeŋŋәgә  

 surprisingly they three this at looking 

  

 tuminnә yeŋŋәgә  

 silently looking at   

 

 lәihәubәi wani 

 staying idea is   

‘Then when they were coming and eating, he looked at them in surprise, looked at them silently, and stayed 

like that.’ 

 

 

33. nupamәcasiŋdunә    cәtkhre      

 boys  that                 gone          

  

 masu moi әhumdә әdum tiŋәk tiŋәk yeŋdәnә  lәihәure 

 he also they three at still continuous looking at staying 

‘The three boys left.  He too remained looking at them continously.’ 

 


